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Abstract: Modeling deformations of a real object is an important task in
computer vision, biomedical engineering and biomechanics. In this paper,
we focus on a situation where a three-dimensional object is rotationally de-
formed about a fixed axis, and assume that many independent observations
are available. Such a problem is generalized to an estimation of concentric,
co-dimension 1, subspheres of a polysphere. We formulate least-square es-
timators as generalized Fréchet means, and evaluate the consistency and
asymptotic normality.

1. Introduction

This work is motivated by the study of rotational deformation of 3D objects.
Schulz et al. (2012) proposed an estimation of rotational axis for 3D bodies
whose deformation is modelled by directional vectors. The method of Schulz
et al. (2012) can be understood as fitting concentric circles. Directional data in
3D lie in the unit sphere Sm = {x ∈ Rm+1 : ‖x‖2 = 1} with m = 2. When a
set of direction vectors is rotated by a rotation operator, the trajectories of the
rotation form concentric circles.

A circle on S2 is a set of equidistance points, parameterized by a center c ∈ S2

and geodesic radius r ∈ (0, π), and is

[c, r] = {x ∈ S2 : x′c = cos(r)}.

The K-set of concentric circles is a collection of circles on S2 with a common
center c and is

[c, r] = {(x1, . . . ,xK) ∈ (S2)K : x′jc = cos(rj), j = 1, . . . ,K},

for r = (r1, . . . , rK) ∈ (0, π)K . Figure 1 illustrates an example of [c, r] and [c, r].
For a data set {X1, . . . ,Xn}, Xi = (xi1, . . . ,xiK) ∈ (S2)K , the method in

Schulz et al. (2012) fits [c, r] by minimizing the sum of squared residuals. Let
ρ(Xi, [c, r]) measure the residual, then the estimate is

[cn, rn] = argmin
[c,r]

n∑
i=1

ρ2(Xi, [c, r]). (1)

The estimator is a generalized sample Fréchet mean (Huckemann, 2011b). An
example of the fir [cn, rn] in the special cases of K = 1 (left panel) and K = 4
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Fig 1. A circle on S2 (left) and a set of concentric circles (right)

(right panel) is plotted in Fig. 1. Now let [c0, r0] be the population version
defined as,

[c0, r0] = argmin
[c,r]

Eρ2(X, [c, r]). (2)

In this work, we investigate the large sample behavior of the estimator. In
particular, we show that [cn, rn] is consistent estimator of [c0, r0] and also that
[cn, rn] is asymptotically normal, as summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 1. Suppose all assumptions in Theorem 3 are satisfied. Assume
in adition that [µ̂n] = [cn, rn] and [µ0] = [c0, r0] of (1) and (2) exist and are
unique. Then for a metric d defined later in Section 3.1,

i) [µ̂n] is strongly consistency with [µ0] in the sense that

lim
n→∞

d([µ̂n], [µ0]) = 0 with probability 1,

ii) For a mapping φ from the space of [µ̂n] to a vector space, i.e., φ([µ̂n]) ∈ Rν ,
with ν = m + K, there exists a ν × ν matrix Aφ and a ν × ν covariance
matrix Σφ such that

√
nAφ{φ(µn)− φ(µ)} −→ Nν(0,Σφ) in distribution as n→∞.

The problem of fitting [c, r] on S2 can be generalized to fitting a subsphere
[c, r], c ∈ Sm, on an m-dimensional unit sphere, m ≥ 2. Such a problem is
relevant to a backward dimension reduction of directional and shape data (Jung
et al., 2012). We present our results in the general m-sphere case.
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The implication of our work lies in providing the large sample confidence
interval for rotation axes c and a large sample hypothesis test for rotation axes.
Suppose we have estimates of Aφ and Σφ. Let Âφ → Aφ and Σ̂φ → Σφ in
probability as n→∞. Then by Slutsky’s theorem and Cramer-Wold device, we
still have asymptotic normality.

Since the estimate c of the axis of rotation is on a curved surface Sm, we
rely on the asymptotic theory developed for Fréchet mean on general pseudo-
metric spaces, following Ziezold (1977); Bhattacharya and Patrangenaru (2003);
Huckemann (2011b,a).

2. Fitting concentric circles

The problem of fitting concentric circles (or subspheres) for X1, . . . ,Xn ∈
(Sm)K , Xi = (xi1, . . . ,xiK), can be formulated as a general form of optimization
problem that minimizes

FL(c, r) =
1

nK

n∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

L(c, rj |xij), c ∈ Sm, 0 < rj ≤ π/2,

where L is a loss function. Different forms of the loss function L leads to different
notions of residuals from [c, r] to x ∈ Sm. The loss functions considered here
are relevant to squared distances on Sm. The original optimization problem
of Schulz et al. (2012) is given by the squared geodesic distance L(c, r|x) =
{arccos(〈c, x〉)− r}2.

We now give a list of loss functions we consider. In preparation, we define the
following. See also the illustration in Fig. 2. The geodesic distance between two
points x,y ∈ Sm is defined by the arc length of the shortest geodesic segment
connecting x and y and is

ρI(x,y) = arccos(x′y) ∈ [0, π].

The geodesic distance is often called the intrinsic distance. On the other hand,
the extrinsic distance is defined by the Euclidean distance between x and y in
the embedding Rm+1 of Sm and is

ρE(x,y) = ‖x− y‖2 ∈ [0, 2].

The distance between a point x and a set A ⊂ Sm is defined by the shortest
distance between x and members of A,

ρ(x, A) = inf
y∈A

ρI(x,y), ρE(x, A) = inf
y∈A

ρE(x,y).

When the set A is a subsphere, A = [c, r], precise expressions for the distances
are available through the projection. The projection P[c,r]x of x onto [c, r] is
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Name Symbol Associated distance
Intrinsic squared loss LI = ρ2I ρI(x, [c, r]) = |ρI(x, c)− r|
Extrinsic squared loss LE = ρ2E ρE(x, [c, r]) = ‖x− P[c,r]x‖2

Naive extrinsic squared loss LN = ρ2N ρN (x, [c, r]) = |‖x− c‖2 − rE |
Slicing squared loss LS = ρ2S ρS(x, [c, r]) = 1

2

∣∣‖x− c‖22 − r2E
∣∣

Table 1
List of loss functions and their associated distance functions. Here rE = 2 sin(r/2).

the point in [c, r] given by

P[c,r]x = argmin
y∈[c,r]

ρI(x,y)

= argmin
y∈[c,r]

ρE(x,y)

= cos(r)c + sin(r)a,

where a = (c − (cTx)x)/‖c − (cTx)x‖. Therefore, we have ρI(x, [c, r]) =
ρI(x, P[c,r]x) = |ρI(x, c)− r| =

∣∣arccos(xT c)− r
∣∣ , and ρE(x, [c, r]) = ‖x −

P[c,r]x‖.
We consider intrinsic loss, extrinsic loss, slicing loss, and naive extrinsic loss

functions, summarized in Table 1. These loss functions are all squared distances,
which we discuss next. See also Fig. 2.

When the residuals are measured by the geodesic distance, we have intrinsic
squared loss function LI(c, r|x) = ρ2I(x, [c, r]), which is the squared intrinsic
distance between x and its projection on [c, r]. The extrinsic squared loss func-
tion is obtained when the residuals are measured by the extrinsic distance, and
is

LE(c, r|x) = ρE(x, [c, r])2 = 2 sin{
ρI(x, P[c,r]x)

2
}

= 1− 2 cos(ρI(x, c)− r)
= 2− 2(x′c cos(r) +

√
1− (x′c)2 sin(r)).

The extrinsic and intrinsic loss functions are closely related, by LE(c, r|x) =
LI(c, r|x)/2 +O(LI(c, r|x)2)}. Next, consider a rank m hyperplain V in Rm+1

spanned by elements of [c, r] ⊂ Rm+1. Then V = {y ∈ Rm+1 : cTy−cos(r) = 0}.
A useful view of the subsphere fitting is understanding the fit [c, r] as a slicing
of the sphere Sm by the hyperplain V . This leads to a simple definition of
residual. Denote x′ the orthogonally projected x onto the affine hyperplain. We
have x′ = x − (cTx − cos(r))c, which leads to the definition of slicing squared
loss

LS(c, r|x) = ‖x− x′‖2 = (cTx− cos(r))2,

which is understood as the residual of x in the embedded space Rm+1 when
slicing the sphere with the affine hyperplain V . Lastly, naive extrinsic squared
loss is given by replacing the geodesic distance ρI with ρE in LI(c, r|x) =
(ρI(x, c) − r)2. Also replacing r with its extrinsic counterpart rE = 2 sin(r/2),
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ρI = |r – ρI(x,v)| 
ρE = ║ x – xP ║ 

ρN = | rE – ρE(x,v)| 
ρS = ║ x – x' ║ 

[v, r] 

r 

Fig 2. All distances illustrated.

the naive extrinsic squared loss is

LN (c, r|x) = (‖c− x‖ − 2 sin(r/2))2.

One can further alternate LN by measuring the square of squared extrinsic
distances, i.e., L0(c, r|x) = (‖c−x‖2− r2E)2. It turns out that the loss function
L0 is equivalent to the slicing squared loss, that is, LS(c, r|x) = ‖x − x′‖2 =
(cTx − cos(r))2 = 1

4L0(c, r|x), which in turn leads to a definition of slicing
distance

ρS(x, [c, r]) =
1

2

∣∣‖c− x‖2 − r2E
∣∣ =

1

2
(‖c− x‖ − r2E)(‖c− x‖+ r2E).

Remark 1. The distance functions used in the above loss functions are all equiv-
alent in the sense that whenever ρı(x, y)→ 0, ρ(x, y)→ 0.

Remark 2. When the slicing squared loss is used, the optimization task reduces
to the usual eigenvalue problem. Specifically, consider the following minimization
problem:

F (c, r) =
1

n

n∑
j=1

LS(c, r|xj) =
1

n

n∑
j=1

(cTxj − cos(r))2,

for (c, r) satisfying cT c = 1, r ∈ (0, π). Denote for simplicity b = cos(r). Then
using the (m+ 1)× n matrix of data points X = [x1, . . . ,xn], we have

F (c, b) = (cTX− b1Tn )(cTX− b1Tn )T ,
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where 1n denotes the column vector of size n with all elements 1. Given any v,
we have the minimizer b̂ = 1

n

∑n
j=1 v

Txj = 1
nv

TX1n, which leads to

F1(v) = vTX(In −
1

n
1n1Tn )XT v := vTSXv,

where SX is the sample covariance matrix of the embedded xj . Notice that the
minimizer ĉ of F1 with the constraint cT c = 1 is the same as the eigenvector
of SX corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue. The solution ĉ also satisfies
ĉT ĉ = 1 and thus leading to b̂ = 1

n

∑n
j=1 ĉTxj ∈ [−1, 1].

Moreover, when the problem is restricted to the case r = π/2, the corre-
sponding solution c is also obtained by a eigen-decomposition. This is because
r = π/2 gives b = 0, and thus the corresponding ĉ is the eigenvector of XXT

corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue.

We can now reformulate the estimation procedure using the distance func-
tions. Let ρSm be either ρI , ρE , ρS or ρN . Then the general problem we consider
is to minimize the following function over c ∈ Sm, 0 < rj ≤ π/2,

FρSm (c, r) =
1

nK

n∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

ρ2Sm(c, rj |xij), (3)

or to find a minimizer [c, r] of FρSm ([c, r]) := FρSm (c, r) among a collection of
subspheres.

In the next section we evaluate the asymptotic properties of estimate, [cn, rn] =
argminFρSm ([c, r]), compared to the population counterpart [c0, r0].

Remark 3. We have four distances (related to the loss functions): Intrinsic
(geodesic) distance, extrinsic distance, slicing distance and naive extrinsic dis-
tance. Among these only slicing distance function ρI(x, [c, r]) is smooth in the
second argument for all c ∈ Sm. Other choices are not. As shown in Fig. 3,
other distance functions are not smooth at c = x or at −x. In such a case we
will make a special assumption about the random variable X ∈ (Sm)K .

(A1) There exists ε > 0 such that P (X ∈ ∪Kj=1{X = (x1, . . . ,xK) : ρI(xj , c0) <
ε or ρI(xj ,−c0) < ε,xj ∈ Sm}) = 0.

In other words, we assume that there is no observation near the true axis c0.
Then all distance functions are smooth in the second argument for c in the
ε-neighborhood of c0, which leads to the asymptotic normality at µ = [c0, r0].

3. Main Results

In this section, we study large sample behaviors of the least-squares estima-
tor (1). In particular, a consistency of the estimator (ĉ, r̂) with the population
Fréchet ρ-mean (c, r) defined in (2) and an asymptotic normality of the estima-
tor will be evaluated.

Let X,X1,X2, . . . be i.i.d. random elements on the product of unit d-sphere
(Sm)K . Each random element X or Xi is a mapping from some probability
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Fig 3. The slicing distance function is smooth. Squared distances for different values of c,
with fixed r = π/4 and x = [0, 1]′ are plotted here.

space (Ω,F ,P) to (Sm)K equipped with its Borel σ-field. A distance function
ρSm naturally leads to the product metric ρ defined on (Sm)K , ρ2(X, [c, r]) =
1
K

∑K
j=1 ρ

2
Sm(xj , [c, rj ]) for X = (x1, . . . ,xK) ∈ (Sm)K .

The parameter pair (c, r) represents a K-set of concentric circles in S2 (or
concentric spheres when d > 2). Note that (c, r) and (−c, π − r) represent the
same set of concentric circles, i.e. [c, r] = [−c, π − r]. Here we have used a
convention that π− r = (π− r1, . . . , π− rK)′. In order to provide a convergence
of (ĉ, r̂) to (c, r), a distance function between two concentric circles will be first
defined.

3.1. The set of [c, r]

We begin with a definition of P = P (m,K), the set of all concentric circles (or
spheres) in Sm for any fixed 2 ≤ m < ∞, K ∈ N. Recall that a circle in the
unit 2-sphere may be identified with a center c ∈ S2 and a radius rj ∈ (0, π).
Likewise, a subsphere in the unit m-sphere is represented by a pair (c, rj).
Denote by P0 the space of the center-radii pair (c, r) as

P0 = {(c, r)|c ∈ Sm, rj ∈ (0, π), j = 1, . . . ,K} = Sm × (0, π)K ,

whose dimension is m+K. Since both (c, r) and (−c, π− r) represent the same
concentric circles, define an equivalence relation∼ such that for (c1, r

1), (c2, r
2) ∈

P0, (c1, r
1) ∼ (c2, r

2) if and only if (c2, r
2) ∈ [c1, r

1] = {(c1, r1), (−c1, π− r1)},
where [c1, r

1] denotes the equivalence class of (c1, r
1). Then P is defined as a

quotient set of P0 with respect to the binary relation ∼, i.e., P = {[c, r]|(c, r) ∈
P0} = P0/ ∼. For any (c, r) ∈ P0, [c, r] ∈ P , and the dimension of P is m+K.
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We construct d : P×P → [0,∞) as a distance function. For [p1] = [c1, r
1], [p2] =

[c2, r
2] ∈ P , let

d([p1], [p2]) = min{d1(p1, p2), d2(p1, p2)},

where

d1(p1, p2) =
√

arccos(c′1c2)2 + ‖r1 − r2‖2,

d2(p1, p2) =
√

arccos(−c′1c2)2 + ‖π − r1 − r2‖2.

We can also define d : P0 × P0 → [0,∞), d(p1, p2) = d([p1], [p2]), as a distance
function on P0. Note that arccos(c′1c2) = dg(c1, c2) is the minimal angle to
rotate c2 onto c1, and, for the jth circle,

∣∣r1j − r2j ∣∣ is the difference of the radii
between two circles. Therefore, d1 may be understood as the amount of energy
to deform (c2, r

2) onto (c1, r
1). Likewise, d2 is the amount of energy to deform

(−c2, π− r2) onto (c1, r
1), so that d([p1], [p2]) is the minimal amount of energy

to deform [p2] onto [p1]. The following result is required for the asymptotic
theory in the next section.

Lemma 2. The distance function d on P , or on P0, is a metric or a pseudo-
metric, respectively.

A proof is given in Section 4.

3.2. Consistency and asymptotic normality

A consistency of the estimator p̂ = (ĉ, r̂) ∈ P0 with a parameter p ∈ P0 can
be evaluated by showing that p̂ approaches p with respect to the distance d as
n → ∞, which ensures that limn→∞ d([p̂], [p]) = 0. On the other hand, there
are at least two global minimizers in P0 because of the equivalence relation.
Moreover, there may be non-unique solutions to the Fréchet ρ-means of (2)
and (1), even in P . To accommodate such general situations, define the sets of
minimizers of (2) and (1) as follows.

The population Fréchet ρ-means of X in P0 is denoted by

E =

{
µ ∈ P0 : E{ρ2(X,µ)} = inf

p∈P0

E{ρ2(X, p)}
}
⊂ P0,

and the set of sample Fréchet ρ-means of X is denoted by

En =

µ ∈ P0 :

n∑
j=1

ρ2(Xj , µ) = inf
p∈P0

n∑
j=1

ρ2(Xj , p)

 ⊂ P0.

Let [E] = {[p] : p ∈ E} and [En] = {[p] : p ∈ En}. The consistency of En will be
determined based on the distance between elements in En and in E, measured
by d.
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In considering an asymptotic normality, we shall assume the population
Fréchet ρ-mean [µ] ∈ [E] is unique. In that case, the population Fréchet ρ-mean
set E has precisely two elements, which will be handled by choosing one element
of E. Since both P and P0 are not vector spaces, the usual normal distribution
is not defined on such spaces. However, for any point µ ∈ P0, there exists a
local chart (φ,U) that locally parameterize a small neighborhood Aµ ⊂ P0 of
µ ∈ Aµ, i.e., for some open set U ⊂ Rν , ν = m+K, φ(p) ∈ U for p ∈ Aµ.

In fact, P0 = Sm × (0, π)K is a smooth Riemannian manifold with intrinsic
dimension ν = m + K, since it is a product of Sm and an open interval in
Euclidean space. Then P0 is naturally embedded into Rν+1, since Sm ⊂ Rm+1

and (0, π)K ⊂ RK . For a point p = (c, r) ∈ P0 ⊂ Rν+1, let TpP0 be the affine
ν-dimensional hyperplain tangent to P0 at µ, which is the direct product of the
spaces tangent to Sm and (0, π)K :

TpP0 = T(c,r)P0 = TcS
m × Tr(0, π)K .

Precisely, we consider the tangent space TcS
m of Sm at c ∈ Sm as the parametriza-

tion of the real tangent hyperplain of Sm to Rm. That is, TcS
m ∼= Rm. Let

c = em+1, then the exponential map Expc : Rm → Sm is defined for v1 ∈ Rm
by

Expc(v1) =

(
v1

‖v1‖
sin ‖v1‖, cos ‖v1‖

)
,

with a convention of Expc(0) = c. Denote v = (v1,v2) ∈ TpP0 for v1 ∈ TcSm ∼=
Rm, v2 ∈ Tr(0, π)K = RK .

An example of the local chart (φ,U) is therefore the pair of the inverse
exponential map and the tangent space. The exponential map at p = (c, r) ∈ P0

is a map from the tangent space T(c,r)P0 at p = (c, r) given by

exp(c,r)(v) = (Expc(v1), r + v2), v = (v1,v2) ∈ T(c,r)P0,

Therefore for any p = (c, r) ∈ P0, there is an open set

U = {u ∈ Rm : ‖u‖ < π/2} × (−r, π − r)K ∈ TpP0

and φ = exp−1(c,r). A version of central limit theorem will be developed on the U

or the tangent space at µ, which is a local approximation of P0. The inverse of
the exponential map will be used to map p ∈ P0 to TµP0 for some p near µ.

In a local chart (φ,U) of P0 near µ = φ−1(0), denote by ∇ρ2{x, φ−1(u)}
the gradient function of ρ2{·, φ−1(·)} in the second argument, and denote by
Hρ2{x, φ−1(u)} the Hessian matrix of the second order derivatives. An assump-
tion we require is that the random element X = (X(1), . . . , X(n)) does not
degenerate, i.e., for each j, the geodesic variance of X(j) is non-zero.

Theorem 3. Suppose the distribution of X satisfies (A1) when ρI , ρE or ρN are
used. The assumption (A1) is not required when ρS is used. If the distribution
of X does not degenerate, then

i) E exists;
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ii) En is strongly consistency with E in the sense that

lim
n→∞

max
pn∈En

min
p∈E

d(p, pn) = 0 with probability 1, (4)

and if additionally [E] = {[µ]} is unique, then

iii) there exists a sequence µn ∈ En such that limn→∞ d(µn, µ) = 0 almost
surely for a fixed µ ∈ E, and that for any local chart (φ,U) near µ =
φ−1(0), there exist a ν × ν matrix Aφ and a ν × ν covariance matrix Σφ
such that

√
nAφ{φ(µn)− φ(µ)} −→ Nν(0,Σφ) in distribution as n→∞. (5)

In particular, the matrices above are given by Aφ = E{Hρ2(X,µ)} and
Σφ = Cov{∇ρ2(X,µ)}.

Note that the theorem requires a minimal assumption, namely the observa-
tions are i.i.d. and non-degenerate. This gives a much flexibility in modeling the
error distribution εj across different js.

To focus on the estimator ĉ of the axis of rotation c, let U1 = {u ∈ Rm :
‖u‖ < π/2} ⊂ TcS

m be the first m-coordinates of U , and φ1 be the first m
elements of φ. Using the inverse exponential map and the tangent space, φ1 :
Sm → TcS

m ∼= Rm, φ1(x) = Exp−1c (x) is a mapping from a neighborhood of
c ∈ Sm to U1.

The estimator ĉ from (1) is found by minimizing sum of squared errors over
n different samples and also over K different directions. In the model used in
Schulz et al. (2012),

Xj = R(c, θ)µj ⊕ εj (j = 1, . . . ,K), (6)

the number of directions K has a similar role as the sample size. The following
corollary shows the variance of the estimator is smaller for larger number of K.

Corollary 4. Suppose the conditions in Thoerem 3 are satisfied. In addition
suppose that the marginal distribution of X, X(j), satisfies X(j) = R(c, θ)yj⊕εj
for each j = 1, . . . ,K, as in (6), and εj’s are i.i.d. Then for ĉn such that
µn = (ĉn, rn), there exist an m × m matrix Āφ1

and an m × m covariance
matrix Σ̄φ1

such that

√
nKĀφ1

{φ1(ĉn)− φ1(c)} −→ Nν(0, Σ̄φ1
) in distribution as n→∞,K →∞.

Note that the limits are applied sequentially. That is, the large sample as-
sumption (n→∞) remains to be the major driver for the asymptotic normality.

Technical details can be found in Section 4.

Remark 4. We have used the notations and theories developed for Fréchet mean
on general pseudo-metric spaces (Ziezold, 1977; Bhattacharya and Patrange-
naru, 2003; Huckemann, 2011b,a). These theories were developed mainly for
shape spaces (Dryden and Mardia, 1998), but the applications are much broader
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than the shape space, as this paper exemplifies. We also like to mention that
there might be an alternative approach in investigation of asymptotic prop-
erties of the proposed estimator. For example, the work of Chang and Rivest
(2001) concerns a general M-estimation for Stiefel manifolds, and our estimation
procedure can be understood as an M-estimation in a direct product of Stiefel
manifolds.

4. Technical details

4.1. Proof of Lemma 2

Proof of Lemma 2. The non-negativity and symmetry of d in both P and P0 are
immediate. It is also easy to see that d([p1], [p2]) = 0 if and only if [p1] = [p2],
but d(p1, p2) = 0 if p1 = (c, r) 6= (−c, π − r) = p2. The proof is completed by a
triangle inequality which we provide for (P0, d) in the following.

First note that arccos(c′1c2) is the length of the shortest great circle segment
connecting c1 and c2. For any c3 ∈ Sm, the three points c1, c2 and c3 and the
sides given by the great circle segments form a spherical triangle on Sm. There-
fore by the triangle inequality for spherical triangles (Ramsay and Richtmyer,
1995, p. 17), we have

arccos(c′1c2) ≤ arccos(c′1c3) + arccos(c′3c2). (7)

Without loss of generality, assume that d1(p1, p2) ≤ d2(p1, p2). For any p3 =
(c3, r

3) ∈ P0, we get, by (7),

d1(p1, p2) =
√

arccos(c′1c2)2 + ‖r1 − r3 + r3 − r2‖2

≤
√
{arccos(c′1c3) + arccos(c′3c2)}2 + {‖r1 − r3‖+ ‖r3 − r2‖}2

≤
√

arccos(c′1c3)2 + ‖r1 − r3‖2 +
√

arccos(c′3c2)2 + ‖r3 − r2‖2

= d1(p1, p3) + d1(p3, p2), (8)

and

d1(p1, p2) ≤ d2(p1, p2)

=
√

arccos{c′1(−c2)}2 + ‖r1 − (π − r2)‖2

≤
√
{arccos(c′1c3) + arccos(−c′3c2)}2 + {‖r1 − r3‖+ ‖π − r3 − r2‖}2

= d1(p1, p3) + d2(p3, p2). (9)

Similarly,

d1(p1, p2) ≤ d2(p1, p3) + d1(p3, p2),

d1(p1, p2) ≤ d2(p1, p3) + d2(p3, p2). (10)
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Combining (8-10),

d(p1, p2) = d1(p1, p2) ≤ min{d1(p1, p3), d2(p1, p3)}+ min{d1(p3, p2), d2(p3, p2)},

which proves the triangle inequality.

4.2. Proof of the main results

Proof of Thoerem 3. We first prove that i) E exists, in the special case of ρ = ρI .
The proof for the cases ρ = ρE , ρS , ρN is similar, and is omitted. Let

F (c, r) = E[ρ2{X, (c, r)}] =
1

K

K∑
j=1

E{arccos(X ′(j)c)− rj}2 =

K∑
j=1

Fj(c, rj),

where X(j) ∈ Sm the jth marginal random element of X ∈ (Sm)K and r =
(r1, . . . , rK). Then Fréchet ρ-means of X is

E = {(c, r) ∈ P0|F (c, r) = inf
c0,r0

F (c0, r0)}.

Consider the closer of P0, P0 = Sm × [0, π], which is compact. Since F is con-
tinuous, there exists a (c1, r

1) ∈ P0 such that F (c1, r
1) = infc0,r0 F (c0, r0)}.

The set E is nonempty if such r1 satisfies r1j ∈ (0, π) for all j. For each j, since
Fj(c, rj) = F (−c, π − rj), rj > 0 if and only if rj < π. Since the distribution
of X does not degenerate, for any c ∈ Sm and for any 1 ≤ j ≤ K, there exists
ε > 0 such that P (arccos(X ′(j)c) > ε) > 0, which leads to

E(arccos(X ′(j)c)) = E(arccos(X ′(j)c)10≤arccos(X′
(j)

c)≤ε) + E(arccos(X ′(j)c)1arccos(X′
(j)

c)>ε)

> εP (arccos(X ′(j)c) > ε) > 0.

For any c ∈ Sm, Fj(c, 0) = E{arccos2(X ′(j)c)} > E[{arccos(X ′(j)c)−E(arccos(X ′(j)c))}2].

Therefore, F (c, 0) =
∑K
j=1 Fj(c, 0) > infc0,r0 F (c0, r0), from which we conclude

that E is nonempty.
A proof for strong consistency (ii) is based on the arguments in Huckemann

(2011b), and we work with the following two general definitions.

Definition 1. Let En be a random closed set and E be a deterministic closed
set in (P0, d). We then say

(ZC) En is a strong consistent estimator of E in the sense of Ziezold (Ziezold,
1977) if

∞⋂
n=1

∞⋃
k=n

Ek ⊂ E almost surely.
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(BPC) En is a strong consistent estimator of E in the sense of Bhattacharya
and Patrangenaru (Bhattacharya and Patrangenaru, 2003) if E is non-
empty and for every ε > 0, there is a sufficiently large n such that

∞⋃
k=n

Ek ⊂ {p ∈ P0 : d(E, p) ≤ ε} almost surely.

If En is a Ziezold-consistent (ZC) estimator of E, then for any sequence
µn ∈ En that converges to some p ∈ P0, then such p is in E with probabil-
ity 1. If Bhattacharya–Patrangenaru consistency (BPC) holds for En, then for
sufficiently large n all elements of En are in the ε-neighborhood of E almost
surely.

Remark 5. The BPC is a stronger property than ZC as we shall see in the
following theorem. As a simple example, suppose each E and En have only one
element denoted by µ and µn. Then BPC holds if and only if µn → µ almost
surely, which coincides to the usual notion of strong consistency. On the other
hand, let µn = n diverges, then

⋂∞
n=1

⋃∞
k=nEk = ∅ so the Ziezold consistency

holds, which is somewhat less meaningful. The following theorem states that
BPC and ZC are the same when such diverging En is prevented.

Theorem 5. Suppose that E is non-empty and d is a quasi-metric.
1. BPC implies ZC.
2. ZC implies BPC if a) P0 is totally bounded or if b)

i) E(ρ(X, p)2) <∞ for all p ∈ P0;
ii) (P0, d) satisfies the Heine-Borel property;

iii) ρ(x, p) is growing at the extremes of P . More precisely, if d(p, pn) → ∞
for some p, pn ∈ P0, then for all x ∈ Q such that ρ(x, p) < B <∞, there
is an increasing sequence Mn →∞ satisfying ρ(x, pn) ≥Mn.

Proof of Theorem 5. 1. Let Bn = ∪∞k=nEk. Then since En is BP-consistent,
given any ε > 0, there is sufficiently large n such that Bn is in the ε-neighborhood
of E, and thus for any bn ∈ Bn, d(bn, E) ≤ ε. Let B = ∩∞n=1Bn. By the definition
of the closure, For any b ∈ B, b ∈ Bn for all n and there exists a sequence bn ∈ Bn
such that bn → b as n→∞.

Given b ∈ B, for any arbitrarily small ε > 0, one can choose bN ∈ BN
for sufficiently large N satisfying d(bN , E) ≤ ε and d(b, bN ) < ε. Therefore,
d(b, E) = infe∈E d(b, e) ≤ d(b, bN ) + infe∈E d(bN , e) ≤ 2ε. Since E is closed,
letting ε→ 0 shows that b ∈ E, thus leads to Ziezold Consistency.

2. Consider a sequence pn ∈ En determined by

d(pn, E) = max
p∈En

d(p,E) = rn.

Then either rn → 0 (satisfying BPC) or rn does not converge to 0. If rn 9 0,
there is a sequence n(k) such that rn(k) ≥ r0 > 0, and if there is an accumulation
point of pn(k), the accumulation point has a positive distance to E, which is a
contradiction to ZC. So, whenever rn 9 0, there should be no accumulation
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point. We will rule out this case by contradiction for each of conditions (a) or
(b).

a) If P0 is totally bounded, for any small ε > 0 and a finite cover {Aj} such
that P0 ⊂ ∪Aj and diam(Aj) = ε, there is only finitely many pn(k) in each
Aj . This is a contradiction to the existence of the subsequence. Thus rn → 0.
Bhattacharya and Patrangenaru have noted a similar observation for a less
general definition of Fréchet mean (Bhattacharya and Patrangenaru, 2003).

b) Since (P, d) satisfies the Heine-Borel property, rn = d(pn, E) is unbounded,
because otherwise pn(k) is bounded and there exists an accumulation point
of pn(k). Therefore, lim sup rn = ∞, and let ln be the subsequence satisfying
lim rln =∞.

Now assume E{ρ(X, p)2} <∞ for all p ∈ P0. Then there exist p0 ∈ P0, C > 0
such that P{ρ(X, p0) < C}0 > 0. Suppose otherwise that for any p0 and C,
P{ρ(X, p0) < C} = 0, which is the same as P{ρ(X, p0) ≥ C} = 1. Then
E{ρ(X, p0)2} ≥ C2, which is a contradiction E{ρ(X, p0)2} < ∞ since C is
arbitrarily large.

By above argument, we choose p0 ∈ P0 and C > 0 such that P{ρ(X, p0) <
C} > 0. Then since Xi’s are i.i.d., there is a subsequence k(n) of n, and for each
n there is a subsequence j1, . . . , jk(n) of 1, . . . , n satisfying ρ(Xji , p0) < C for all
i = 1, . . . , k(n), a.s., and

k(n)

n
→ P{ρ(X, p0) < C} > 0.

Then by assumption (iii), for n ∈ {li : i = 1, . . . , n},

`n = Fn(pn) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

ρ(Xi, pn)2 ≥ 1

n

k(n)∑
i=1

ρ(Xji , pn)2 >
k(n)

n
M2
n

so lim sup `n =∞ almost surely. Meanwhile, for any p ∈ P0, a strong law of large
numbers yields `n ≤ Fn(p) = 1

n

∑n
i=1 ρ(Xi, p)

2 → F (p) = E{ρ(X, p)2} < ∞
almost surely, which is a contradiction.

The Ziezold consistency of En is then shown by an application of Theorem A.3
of Huckemann (2011b). In particular, since the support ofX, (Sm)K , is compact,
ρ is continuous and (P0, d) is a separable metric space. These conditions satisfy
the assumptions of Theorem A.3 of Huckemann (2011b), which gives the Ziezold
consistency of En. Moreover, since P is totally bounded, by Theorem 5, we get
(4).

The asymptotic normality (5) is an application of Theorem 6 of (Huckemann,
2011a, p.444), the assumptions of which are justified provided that (Sm)K is
compact, and ρ2 is smooth in terms of the second argument.

Proof of Corollary 4. We use notations that φ(µ) = (φ1(c), φ2(r)), for µ =
(c, r), and that φ−12 (xm+1, . . . , xm+K) = [r1(xm+1), . . . , rK(xm+K)]. Then, fol-
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lowing the definition (??) of ρ, write

∇ρ2(X,φ−1(x)) =

K∑
j=1

∇d2g[δ{φ−11 (x1, . . . , xm), rj(xm+j)}, X(j)] =



∑K
j=1 g

j
1(x,X(j))
...∑K

j=1 g
j
m(x,X(j))

g1m+1(x,X(1))
...

gKm+K(x,X(K))


,

where gji (x,X
(j)) = d

dxi
d2g[δ{φ−11 (x1, . . . , xm), rj(xm+j)}, X(j)] for i = 1, . . . ,m+

K, j = 1, . . . ,K. In particular, when x = 0,

gji (0, X
(j)) =

{
2{arccos(c′R(c, θ)µj ⊕ εj)− rj} d

dxi
arccos(c′R(c, θ)µj ⊕ εj), i = 1, . . . ,m;

2{arccos(c′R(c, θ)µj ⊕ εj)− rj} d
dxi

rj , i = m+ 1, . . . ,m+K.

Since c′R(c, θ)µj = c′µj , the gji (0, X
(j)) depends only on εj , but not on θ. This

and the fact that µ⊕ej ’s are i.i.d. lead to that {gji (0, X(j))}j=1...,K are mutually
independent. Since E{∇ρ2(X,µ)} = 0, we have

Σφ = Cov{∇ρ2(X,µ)} = E[∇ρ2(X,µ){∇ρ2(X,µ)}′] =

(
KΣφ1

Σ12

Σ′12 Σ22

)
, (11)

where the (i, l)th element of them×mmatrix Σφ1
is EK−1

∑K
j=1 gi(0, X

(j))gl(0, X
(j)),

the (i, l)th element of Σ12 is Egi(0, X(l))gm+l(0, X
(l)) for i = 1, . . . ,m, l =

1, . . . ,K, and Σ22 = diagl=1,...,KE{gm+l(0, X
(l))}2, where diagl=1,...,Kal is a

K ×K diagonal matrix with al being the lth diagonal entry. Note that since ρ
is smooth, the first and second moments of (gi(0, X

(j))gl(0, X
(j)) exist for each

j = 1, . . . ,K. Thus, by a law of large numbers, there exists a Σ̄φ1 such that
Σφ1 → Σ̄φ1 as K →∞.

For the Hessian, we have

E{Hρ2(X,µ)} = E{Hρ2(X,φ1(0))} =

(
KAφ1

A12

A′12 A22

)
, (12)

where gil(x,X
(j)) = d2

dxldxi
d2g[δ{φ−11 (x1, . . . , xm), rj(xm+j)}, X(j)] for i, l = 1, . . . ,m+

K, j = 1, . . . ,K,

Aφ1
= (EK−1

K∑
j=1

gil(0, X
(j)))i,l=1,...,m,

A12 = (Egi,m+l(0, X
(l)))i,l=1,...,m,

A22 = diagl=1,...,KEgm+l,m+l(0, X
(l)).

Similar to the gradient case, a law of large numbers ensures that there exists a
Āφ1

such that Aφ1
→ Āφ1

as K →∞. The result of Theorem 3 leads to

√
n

(
KAφ1 A12

A′12 A22

)((
φ1(µn)
φ2(µn)

)
−
(
φ1(µ)
φ2(µ)

))
→ Nν(0,Σφ)
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in distribution as n → ∞, for any K. Taking the marginal distribution for the
first m dimensions, and multiplying 1/

√
K, we get,

√
nKAφ1

(φ1(ĉn)− φ1(c)) +

√
n√
K
A12(φ2(µn)− φ2(µ))→ Nν(0,Σφ1

).

The proof is completed by letting K →∞ and by noting that the second term
in the left hand side is Op(

√
K).
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